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About This Game
Embark on a spectral treasure hunt to find your long-lost sibling and save the spirit world!
Since losing her little sister Emily in a fateful train crash, Mary's nights are haunted by visions of her long-lost sister. Is it
possible that Emily is still alive? The thought won't let Mary rest so she sets out in search of the truth following the signs she has
seen in her nightmarish visions...
In the darkness, you are never really alone...As Mary's search plunges her ever deeper into an eerie world of the supernatural –
she encounters fiendish opponents that would do her harm. Along the way, meet up with an obscure professor, an ax-wielding
henchman, and a variety of ghostly friends and foes as you journey through 19th century London, Scotland, Transylvania and
other locations!
Reveal dark secrets from Mary's past, as you embark on a furious chase to solve all the spooky puzzles and creepy challenges
before it's too late!
In this comedy of terrors, the fate of the spirit world is in your hands!
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Experience a spine-chilling comic story, like something right out of a Dickensian novel
Visit gloomily beautiful settings in London, Scotland, Transylvania … and a goldfish bowl
Encounter more than 30 scurrilous characters, with sparkling animation including sophisticated facial expressions
Rediscover the adventure genre anew, with cooperative ghost team-play and the optional solution assistance
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Genre: Adventure, Casual
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dtp Entertainment
Publisher:
Viva Media
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2012
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This is an excellent physics\/puzzle game based on gravity. Each of the 9 planets (Pluto is included...) has a different gameplay
so you can't get bored and timing is also essential in most levels. If you are looking for a good challenge, try to 100% the game !.
what the ♥♥♥♥ just happened. (Edited review to correct a feature that was misunderstood)
This product feels like the result of someone using Grand Designer (another procedural space\/planet making app- sold here, on
STEAM) and feeling like it was too complicated and did too much. This is a much simpler product for making spacescapes. It
can generate random planets and nebulae and a sun and planet(s). You can edit the hue (color balance) brightness effects, size
and add city to the surface of the near planet. On first addition, the city is a blur of lights on the surface.
Exporting your image is as easy as can be, you pick the folder location and the name of the Project and SAVE. You have the
choice of large resolutions and can Export as separate layers, which keeps the transparency intact. It's broken into a good
number of layers. Sun, Near planet (close surface), stars_1, Stars_2, Nebulae. There's a way to import your own objects so
adding planets\/spaceships\/text is easy - long as you remeber they will import as static objects and NOT react to the sun's light.
I don't want to keep mentioning another app, but it's best to understand that this is a quick and easy way to create space scenes
and backdrops. If you want to have more control and options and edit the terrain on the surface or the amount of water or the
amount of clouds, Grand Designer is a much more robust program, but it is also more costly, has a bit higher learning curve and
some aspects are not as intuitive- meaning you will want to watch at least one of the tutorials.
I recommend both programs and will be using them together.. \u2605 \u2605 \u2606 \u2606 \u2606. I was very excited for this
as I am currently playing a Kineticist in a Pathfinder group with some friends and it's a ton of fun, if a little fiddly and
specialized. What is presented here is so stripped down and denuded of power as to be the next best thing to useless. Start with
utility wild talents, you can take elemental whispers, but not greater elemental whispers, which is basically the whole point of
taking elemental whispers in the first place. Ride the blast (one of the most amazing utlity talents from the core class) is nonexistant was well. Now I do understand that a fair bit of the utility wild talents do not translate well into this game (Earth Glide
being a prime example), but so many were removed without really adding any back in that unless you are going multiple
elements, you are going to end up selecting skill focus or lackluster bonus feats as your wild talent for a fair few of them. This
leads into the next problem, and this one is just kind of ridiculous that it doesn't function as the base class should, which is that
of the element selection. As the Kineticist is presented in Occult Adventures, when selecting expanded element at level 7 if you
select the same element as your starting element, you also get a free utility wild talent or infusion. At 15 if you select this
element again you get the same bonus as well as a +1 bonus to attack and damage rolls. As the expanded element is presented
here there is no point in selecting the same element, unless you are looking for a specific composite blast, in fact it largely is just
a penalty in that it limits your selection of utility wild talents and infusions. The infusions are another sticking point for me.
They give you kinetic blade, which is useful, but not kinetic whip which is a large part of why you might considering even
taking kinetic blade. The pruning here seems much more random though, with many decent ones still in but, others with similar
effects just for different elements removed. Overall I feel this was a very poor atempt at creating the Kineticist class within this
game. Oh and as one last thing, your burn total for the day is based upon your constitution modifier, when you increase this with
elemental overflow's stat bonuses that you can have it should increase your burn total for the day however it does not here. If I
have 7 burn from maxing my elemental defense and select the +6 bonus to constition, my burn total stays at 7.
Now, I cannot speak for the companion as I have not interacted with her, she could be interesting, but I cannot speak on that.
The Tiefling race though is at least interesting enough and has some fun choices in what you can select.
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An enjoyable set of simple but very enjoyable puzzle rooms. All objects interact the way you expect them to, and each room
really has its own flavour. Currently three rooms available, but it seems like the dev is actively adding more, which is great!. i
luv it!
EDITL I hate it, there's no kden. here's how he looks
http:\/\/i0.kym-cdn.com\/entries\/icons\/facebook\/000\/016\/574\/kden.jpg
why is laundry room viking in this, but not k den. Took what I loved about TMN and TMNF and made it 10x better - graphics,
performance, editing possibilities, mods, community.. Wow does this game need improvement, mostly in the form of
information. The graphics and sound and general look and feel are very smooth, but I struggled with the gameplay mainly due to
not knowing what I was doing and because the arena is very small making it hard to manouvre. There is also no mouse control,
not even for the menus.
I got this game to play with my son in co-op mode. We set up the controls for two players, one with a controller. I set up
"Clumsier bots (for younger children)" and started the tutorial.
Bug 1) When using a controller you cannot re-use the keyboard keys that were previously configured for it to be used by another
player.
Bug 2) When using the controller's lever control (axis 0) for up and down, the direction is reversed.
After completing the tutorial I got immediately thrown into a game against a bot that totally owned me. I am an experienced
gamer but the combination of not having a clue what was going on combined with struggling with controller controls meant I got
thoroughly beaten by a clumsy bot. Very frustrating.
Bug 3) The tutorial does not explain that you can take over an opponents tower by shoving a block on top. It does not explain
that building multiple towers is probably better than building one big one. It does not explain that occassionally bombs drop out
of the sky and blow stuff up. It does not explain that you can knock your opponent over the edge or, if incautious, drop off the
edge yourself. It does not explain what all the blocks do - there were some glowy ones that looked special and a Mexican hat. I
had no idea what they did because the tutorial did not explain it.
Finally, as explained earlier, I got the game to play co-op with my son. While there are settings to configure controls for four
players, all round one keyboard (yeah right) or with controllers, or a mix, I struggled at first to figure out how to set up a game
with multiple players. My son somehow managed to get into a single player game. I finally figured out how to add multiple
players and bots, but cannot figure out at all how to have a co-op game as was advertised.
Bug 4) No way to start a co-op game, or if there is it is not apparent enough (need better documentation/explanation perhaps).
In summary, after several hours of frustration losing horribly to bots I might eventually learn to play well enough to win - at
which point I would get very bored very quickly. It would be better if there was some growth to the game - start off with easy
levels and then work up to playing harder levels and so on.
---Additional: The game doesn't save options when you quit. It keeps hanging when configuring controls.. Great new dilemas.
Smart Meters are recommended ASAP!. While Psycho Starship Rampage has some flaws (that could be fixed), it does
manage to be a fairly addicting roguelite experience. You essentially manage a modular space ship, which you can upgrade
and expand through collecting scrap and various upgrades in levels. Upgrades are everything from ship speed, a multitude of
weapons, energy capture, and repairing (I probably forgot one or two, as well). The levels are a top-down bullet-hell shooter.
You can become overpowered, if you build your ship right - and get a little lucky. Ship management occurs between levels,
and you progress along a path similiar to FTL where you jump through space.
Pros:
+Has an addicing 'one more run' feel that has you trying out different ship abilities
+Controller support is nice, although it can be clunky until you get used to it
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Cons:
-Tutorial could be more in-depth
-Boss battles are embarrassingly bad - they need to 1)show a boss life meter, 2)be more than a larger enemy that just
randomly moves around creating bullet hell, and 3)have some sort of personality or story point associated with it
This isn't perfect, but it certainly is a fun roguelite that I will be coming back to.
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